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Abstract. We propose NormalGAN, a fast adversarial learning-based
method to reconstruct the complete and detailed 3D human from a sin-
gle RGB-D image. Given a single front-view RGB-D image, NormalGAN
performs two steps: front-view RGB-D rectification and back-view RGB-
D inference. The final model was then generated by simply combining the
front-view and back-view RGB-D information. However, inferring back-
view RGB-D image with high-quality geometric details and plausible
texture is not trivial. Our key observation is: Normal maps generally en-
code much more information of 3D surface details than RGB and depth
images. Therefore, learning geometric details from normal maps is su-
perior than other representations. In NormalGAN, an adversarial learn-
ing framework conditioned by normal maps is introduced, which is used
to not only improve the front-view depth denoising performance, but
also infer the back-view depth image with surprisingly geometric details.
Moreover, for texture recovery, we remove shading information from the
front-view RGB image based on the refined normal map, which further
improves the quality of the back-view color inference. Results and exper-
iments on both testing data set and real captured data demonstrate the
superior performance of our approach. Given a consumer RGB-D sensor,
NormalGAN can generate the complete and detailed 3D human recon-
struction results in 20 fps, which further enables convenient interactive
experiences in telepresence, AR/VR and gaming scenarios.
Keywords: 3D Human Reconstruction, Single-view 3D Reconstruction,
Single-image 3D Reconstruction, Generation and Adversarial Networks.
1 Introduction
Reconstructing 3D human from RGB or RGB-D images is a popular research
topic with a long history in computer vision and computer graphics for the
reason of its wide applications in image/video editing, movie industries, VR/AR
content creation, etc.
The recent trend of using a single depth camera has enabled many appli-
cations especially in 3D dynamic scenes and objects reconstruction[15,35,34].
Using depth images, the depth ambiguity of monocular inputs is resolved as it is
straight-forward to calculate the 3D coordinate of each pixel. However, in order
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Fig. 1. System setup and live reconstruction result of the current frame. We use a
single Kinect V2 sensor for data capture.
to obtain a complete model, traditional reconstruction approaches [6,34] using
depth cameras usually require multi-frame information with tedious capture pro-
cedures. Moreover, 3D models of the subjects have to maintain a fixed geometric
topology in the whole sequence in current fusion-based methods, which limits the
ability to handle topology changes during capture. Finally, the tracking-based
methods [35] need to fuse multi-frame RGB-D information which will result in
over-smoothed geometry and texture.
On the other end of the spectrum, recent progress has shown impressive capa-
bility of using learning-based techniques to reconstruct 3D human from a single
RGB image [28,38,4,21]. However, current learning-based methods pay more at-
tention on learning shapes but not surface details of the subject, which makes
them struggle from recovering 3D models with complete geometric details when
comparing with multi-view or multi-image-based methods( [2,15]). Furthermore,
due to the inherent depth ambiguity of a single RGB image, the generated 3D
model can not describe the real world scale of the subject. Finally, due to the
heavy network and the complicated 3D representation used in current works, it
is hard for current learning-based methods to achieve real-time reconstruction
performance.
The most related work to our method is Moulding Humans [4], which uses
a single front-view RGB image to infer front-and-back-view-depth images. Al-
though moulding human generates plausible 3D human reconstruction results,
the final output models are over smoothed, lacking geometric details even in the
visible regions. Moreover, texture recovery is not considered in Moulding Hu-
mans, as well as the real world size of the subject. To overcome the challenges
in Moulding Humans, we incorporate depth information into our method, and
use front-view RGB-D image as input to infer the back-view RGB-D image.
Although the incorporation of the front-view depth image eliminates the depth
ambiguities and provides real world scales, using a single front-view RGB-D im-
age to infer a complete and detailed 3D human model remains challenging. The
reasons include: 1) RGB-D images captured by consumer RGB-D sensors always
contain severe depth noise, which makes it extremely difficult to extract sharp
geometric details while smoothing severe noise, and texture copy artifacts are in-
evitable even using the most recent learning based depth denoising methods [32];
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2) Although GAN-based methods have shown the capability of inferring the in-
visible area, they can only generate a reasonably over-smoothed results without
any details. Moreover, even with a noise-free depth image, it remains challenging
to learn geometric details from depth values directly. Compared with the depth
variance on the global body shape, the depth variance around local geometric
details is too subtle to ”learn” for the deep neural networks. 3) The performance
of inferring back-view RGB from front-view RGB is unstable due to the various
shading effects coupled in the RGB images.
To tackle the above problems, we propose NormalGAN, a novel adversar-
ial framework conditioned by normal maps. The proposed method can generate
high-quality geometry with complete details given a single front-view RGB-D
image. Different from previous methods that directly constrain each pixel on the
depth maps, NormalGAN also focuses on constraining the adjacent relations of
each pixel. Specifically, we use normal maps, in which pixel values change drasti-
cally around geometric details, instead of depth images to condition a GAN, and
enable the generation of more reasonable and realistic geometric details for both
front-view depth denoising and back-view depth inference. Moreover, an RGB-
D rectification module based on orthographic projection and neural networks
is proposed and significantly improves the reconstruction quality around body
boundaries and extremities. The rectified RGB-D images achieve more regular
sampling of the human body than the raw perspective projected RGB-D images
from sensors. Finally, to further improve the performance of back-view RGB in-
ference, we decompose the various shading information from the front-view RGB
images to factor out the misleading impacts of shading variations.
Our technical contributions can be concluded as: 1) A novel method to re-
cover complete geometric details from both the front-view depth (denoising)
and the back-view depth (inference) using an adversarial learning framework
conditioned by normal maps. 2) An RGB-D rectification module based on or-
thographic projection and neural networks to enable regular RGB-D sampling
of the human body. 3) A method for back-view RGB inference in the intrinsic
domain, which further improves the texture inference quality in the invisible
area.
2 Related Work
3D Human from RGBD sequences. For 3D human body modeling, the most
intuitive method is to get enough RGB or depth observations from different view-
points first, and then fuse them together. KinectFusion [9] is the pioneer work
in this direction which combines rigid alignment with volumetric depth fusion
in an incremental manner. Subsequent works [27,1,36] combined KinectFusion
with non-rigid bundling for more accurate reconstruction. Moreover, to handle
dynamic scenes, DynamicFusion [15] contributes the first method for real-time
non-rigid volumetric fusion. Follow up works keep improving the performance of
DynamicFusion by incorporating non-rigid deformation constraints [8,23,24], ar-
ticulated motion prior [34,12], appearance information [6], and parametric body
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shape prior [35]. Due to the incremental fusion strategy used in current fusion-
based methods, subjects are required to maintain a fixed geometry topology in
the whole sequence, which limits the usage of such methods for more general
scenarios.
Human Body Reconstruction from a single image. Rencent studies fo-
cusing on reconstructing a 3D human model from a single image adopt various
representations including the parametric human model, depth map, silhouette
and implicit function. Primitive approaches require strong priors of paramet-
ric human models, which are widely used for human shape and pose estima-
tion [5,13,16,19]. BodyNet [28] first shows the capability of reconstructing a 3D
human from only a single image employing SMPL [13] as a constraint. Follow up
approaches [11,17] improve the robustness of parameters estimation for challeng-
ing images. DeepHuman [38] employs SMPL [13] as a volumetric initialization
and achieves stable results for complex poses. The geometric details like clothes
folds, hair and facial features are mostly ignored. Recently, Gabeur et al. [4] pro-
posed a novel moulding representation, which divides the whole person into two
parts. Employing two depth maps, they transfer the complicated 3D problem to
an image-to-image translation problem, which significantly improves efficiency.
SiCloPe [14] generates fully textured 3D meshes using a silhouette-based rep-
resentation. Saito et al. [21] presents PIFu, which recovers high-resolution 3D
textured surfaces. PIFu achieves state-of-the-art results by encoding the whole
image into a feature map, from which the implicit function infers a textured 3D
model. Besides, FACSIMILE [25] reconstructs detailed 3D naked body by di-
rectly constraining normal maps, which helps to recover the geometric details of
naked bodies. However, the inherent depth ambiguities of 2D-to-3D estimation
from RGB images is inevitable.
Depth Denoising. Depth images are widely used in various applications, but
consumer depth cameras suffer from heavy noise due to complex lighting con-
ditions, the interference of light and so on. As RGB images usually have higher
quality than depth images, many methods focus on enhancing depth images
with the support of RGB images. Some methods leverage RGB images by inves-
tigating lighting conditions. Shape-from-shading techniques can extract geomet-
ric details from RGB images [18,37]. Recent progress has shown that shading
information helps to recover geometric details even in uncontrolled lighting con-
ditions, with a depth camera [7,33], or multi-view cameras [30,31]. However,
recovering geometric details is still very challenging for traditional schemes due
to the unknown reflectance. More recently, Yan et al. [32] proposes DDRNet
to handle this problem with a learning-based framework, which can effectively
remove the noise while recovering geometric details in a data-driven way. After-
wards, Sterzentsenko et al. [26] improves the denoising qualities with multi-view
RGB-D images. Despite the efforts, extracting accurate geometric information
from RGB images is still a challenge. Our approach tackles this problem by
constraining the normal maps in an adversarial network architecture.
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Fig. 2. The overview of our approach.
3 Overveiw
The overview of our method is shown in Fig.2. Our method takes a front-view
RGB-D image (including a color image Cpers and a depth image Dpers) as input,
where the subscript pers indicates the input RGB-D image was captured using the
perspective projection model. We then perform front-view rectification and back-
view inference sequentially to get the rectified front-view RGB-D image (output1
and output2 in Fig.2) and the inferred back-view RGB-D image (output3 and
output4 in Fig.2).
For the front-view rectification, in order to avoid the artifacts caused by
the irregular sampling property of the perspective projection, we first transform
the RGB-D image into a colored 3D point cloud, and then render a new RGB-
D image using the orthographic projection, which brings a pair of incomplete
images, Corth and Dorth. To further refine Dorth, we use a UNet Gdf to inpaint
the missing areas after orthographic re-projection, and, more importantly, to
remove the severe depth noise. Note that it is difficult to prevent the traditional
CNN-based depth denoising networks from over-smoothing the geometric details
on the depth map. So we incorporate a discriminator Fdf , which is conditioned by
normal maps, to enforce the adjacency relation of each point on the refined depth
map, and finally guides Gdf to generate the refined front-view depth (output1)
with high-quality geometric details. Finally, to refine Corth, we use the network
Gcf and the shading information calculated from the refined depth maps [31] for
color inpainting and shading decomposition, and finally get the refined (intrinsic)
front-view color image (output2).
For back-view RGB-D inference, we use two CNNs Gdb and Gcb combined
with two discriminators (Fdb and Fcb) to infer the back-view depth and color
image (output3 and output 4 in Fig.2), respectively. The discriminator Fdb is
also conditioned by normal maps as in Fdf , which helps to generate reasonable
and realistic geometric details on the back-view depth image. Moreover, the
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discriminator Fcb is conditioned by ground truth color, which enforces more
plausible back-view color generation.
After getting the front-view and back-view RGB-D image pair (output 1,2,3
and 4 in Fig.2) from our networks, we directly triangulate the resulting 3D points
into a complete mesh with vertex color for final model generation (as shown in
the bottom of Fig.2). Note that the final model is relighting-ready benefiting
from the intrinsic-domain-color-inference.
4 Method
4.1 Dataset Generation
To generate our training and testing dataset, we use 1000 static 3D scans of
clothed people purchased from twindom1. 800 of them are used in train-dataset
and the other 200 are used to test. While rendering, 800 3D scans are randomly
rotated in the range between −30◦ and 30◦ to enrich our training dataset. To
obtain the supervised data of our networks, we first collect a dataset of RGB-
D images (Cpers, Dpers) in the perspective view, together with corresponding
ground-truth RGB-D images (Cgt, Dgt) in the orthographic view. All images are
rendered with the resolution of 424 × 512, which is the same as that of depth
maps captured by Kinect v2 sensors. The training code and pre-trained models
will be public available. And please note that we cannot release the full training
dataset due to business constraints.
In order to make our networks applicable to real data, data augmentation is
necessary. Firstly, we simulate the typical noise distribution of Kinect v2 depth
cameras (see the left images in Fig.3). Noticing that real noise distribution has lo-
cal correlation rather than pixel-wise independence, we apply multiple 2D Gauss
kernels on Dpers. The standard deviation of Gauss kernels are set as constant
and the position of Gauss kernels are uniformly distributed over the image. To
simulate the different noise levels of Kinect depth maps, we calculate the ampli-
tude of the above Gauss kernel with the formulation proposed by Pe´ter et al. [3].
Our networks trained on the simulated depth images show stability in Kinect v2
depth images (see the middle images in Fig.3). Secondly, we render the models
with random illuminations to get the more realistic color images, an example
can be see in Fig.3. Finally, we get a training set with 5,600 groups of images
and a testing set with 1,400 groups of images in total.
4.2 Front-view RGB-D Rectification
Our method adopts a double-sided representation for human bodies similar to
Moulding Humans [4], which facilitates the subsequent processing and is able to
speed up with lightweight networks. The representation is based on the assump-
tion of dividing a person into a visible front-view map and an invisible back-view
map. However, in the perspective-view images, the visible part is actually smaller
1 https://web.twindom.com/
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Fig. 3. Left: we add simulated noise to the ground truth depth map. Middle: the
networks trained on our simulated depth images show stability in denoising Kinect v2
depth images. Right: We render the models with random illuminations.
than a “half” of a person, which will cause the irregular sampling property. In
order to solve the above problem, we first transform the perspective-view RGB-D
images (Cpers and Dpers) into 3D colored point clouds, then re-project them into
the orthographic view. And the missing areas in the generated orthographic-view
RGB-D images (Corth and Dorth) will be filled by the following networks.
To get the complete and denoised front-view depth images, we use a gener-
ator Gdf . The basic structure of Gdf is UNet [20], which is commonly used for
image-to-image translation tasks. However, it is difficult for a simple UNet to
denoise the depth images while preserving the geometric details. So we incorpo-
rate a discriminator Fdf and use the GAN architecture to enhance the denoising
ablity of Gdf . As the shading information of the input color images indicates
the geometric information, we take the color images Corth as input to support
the refinement of Dorth. However, while training Gdf with only depth maps, the
output depth images usually become over-smooth and complex textures usually
lead to wrong geometric details as the network can not distinguish the geomet-
ric details from the texture changes. Even if we use the GAN structure, there is
no noticeable change. This is because the depth variance around local geometric
details is too subtle compared with the depth variance on the global body, which
is also demonstrated by FACSIMILE [25]. However, FACSIMILE mainly focuses
on A-pose naked body recovery by directly constraining normal maps with L1
loss, and this can not be used to handle the clothed bodies directly without GAN
loss. Therefore, we apply GAN on normal maps to recover geometric details of
the clothed bodies. The normal map can be described as
Ni = Norm(
∑
j,k
Norm((Pj −Pi)× (Pk −Pi))) (1)
where Ni is the normal vector of point i, and Pi is the 3D coordinate of point
i. The function Norm(·) normalizes the input vector. Point j is in the clock-
wise direction of point k relative to point i and both of them belong to the
neighborhood of point i.
Obviously, normal maps have noticeable changes around the geometric de-
tails compared with depth maps. Additionally, normal maps show the adjacency
relations of each point on the depth map, which are important for generating the
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geometric details. However, note that it is not straightforward to use the nor-
mal information as the drastically changing normal values may cause numerical
crash during the training process. Therefore, we add additional loss terms for
the GAN structure (See Sec.4.4) and pretrain Gdf before joint training. Finally,
Fdf conditioned by normal maps guides Gdf to generate denoised depth maps
with geometric details preserved.
Then, to get high-quality textures of human bodies, we use another UNet Gcf
to remove the shading from the input Corth. For the color images captured in
real-world scenes, various shading effects are coupled in the RGB images, which
have great influence on inferring the invisible textures. In order to remove the
shading effects, we encode the shading information calculated by the spherical
harmonics function [31] from the refined depth images and concatenate it with
the tensor of Gcf (See the green network in Fig.2). Finally, the trained Gcf shows
good capability on shading removal and brings the refined (intrinsic) front-view
color images.
4.3 Back-view RGB-D Infernence
Obtaining the rectified front RGB-D images, we need to infer the invisible back-
view RGB-D images with reasonable details. As it is difficult for traditional
CNN-based methods to infer the details, we also use the GAN structure to en-
hance the inference of our generators. Specifically, for the bakc-view depth infer-
ence networks (the generator Gdb and the discriminator Fdb), we still use normal
maps to condition the Fdb which helps to generate reasonable geometric details.
As shown in Fig.4, our GAN conditioned by normal maps shows great superior-
ity in inferring the geometric details on the back side. Furthermore, the different
details of NormalGAN and ground truth eliminate the possibility of over-fitting.
For the back-view color inference networks Gdb and Fcb, we condition the GAN
by the ground truth color images, which helps to infer more plausible textures.
Moreover, the shading removal of front-view color images shows great influence
on the back-view color inference (See Fig.9). Additionally, due to the ortho-
graphic re-projection, the front-view images and the back-view images share the
same silhouette, which makes the inference simple but reasonable. Finally, plau-
sible and realistic inferred details are generated in the back-view RGB-D images
by our networks.
In the end, after getting the colored 3D point clouds from the front-view and
the back-view RGB-D images, we triangulate the points by directly connecting
the adjacent points and get the 3D meshes of the human bodies. However, there
still remains a gap between front-view and back-view depth boundaries for mesh
reconstruction. To fill this gap, we first interpolate three points between each
boundary pairs (the same pixel on the boundary of front-view and back-view
depth images), and then stitch the adjacent points.
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Fig. 4. Results of our method without GAN, DepthGAN (GAN conditioned by depth
maps) and NormalGAN.
4.4 Loss Functions
To ensure the convergence of the above networks, we put independent constraints
on each network. First of all, L1-norm term is necessary for typical supervised
training process. The L1 loss of the output Xpred and the ground-truth Xgt can
be expressed as
LL1(X) = ‖Xpred −Xgt‖1 (2)
To generate more sharp details for color images, we also use the perceptual
loss [10]. Here, we use the pretrained VGG19 [22] to extract the features from
the color images. Denoting the activations of the ith layer in the VGG network
as φi and representing the weights of the ith loss term with λi, the perceptual
loss can be expressed as
LPerc(X) =
∑
i
λi‖φi(Xpred)− φi(Xgt)‖1 (3)
For the adversarial parts, the typical GAN loss:
LGAN (X) =EXgt [logF(Xgt)] + EXpred [log(1−F(Xpred))] (4)
is necessary, where the discriminator F tries to maximize the objective function
to distinguish the inferred images from the ground-truth images. By contrast,
the generator G aims to minimize the loss to make the inferred images similar
to the ground-truth images.
Trained only with the GAN loss, our GANs usually fail to converge due to the
dramatic numerical changes caused by normal maps. So we introduce the feature
matching loss inspired by pix2pixHD [29] to further constrain the discriminators.
Specifically, we calculate the loss of multi-scale feature maps extracted from the
layers of a discriminator. The feature matching loss can effectively stabilize the
parameters of the discriminator. We denote the kth-layer feature map of the
discriminator as D[k] and the total number of layers as N . The loss can be
expressed as:
LFM (X) =
T−1∑
k=2
‖D[k](Xpred)−D[k](Xgt)‖1 (5)
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Fig. 5. (a): Results without using data augmentation. (b): Results using data aug-
mentation. The input RGB-D was captured by a Kinect v2 camera.
Finally, the loss functions for each network are formulated as
LGdf =LL1(Dfront) + LPerc(Nfront) + LFM (Nfront) + LGAN (Nfront)
LGcf =LL1(Cfront) + LPerc(Cfront)
LGdb =LL1(Dback) + LFM (Nback) + LGAN (Nback)
LGcb =LL1(Cback) + LFM (Cback) + LGAN (Cback)
LFdf =− LGAN (Nfront)
LFdb =− LGAN (Nback)
LFcb =− LGAN (Cback)
(6)
5 Experiments
5.1 Ablation Study
The Validity of Data Augmentation. To demonstrate the validity of data
augmentation in Sec.4.1, we train a reference model using the unprocessed
dataset for comparison. As shown in Fig.5, without our simulated noise, the
reference network can not clearly remove the noise from the real-captured depth
image and the back-view inference becomes unstable. In contrast, the data aug-
mentation solves these problems and significantly improves our applicability for
images captured in real scenes.
The Capability of Depth Denoising and Details Preserving. Using
normal maps with the GAN structure, the capability of our networks to generate
Error Metric MAE RMSE
Input 7.09 18.70
DDRNet [32] 5.00 7.49
Ours without GAN 4.75 7.38
Our DepthGAN 5.02 7.43
Ours 4.63 7.18
Table 1. Quantitative comparisons of depth denoising on our testing set.
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Fig. 6. Validation of depth denoising on both testing data and real captured data.
geometric details is significantly improved. For comparison, we train the state-
of-the-art depth denoising network, DDRNet [32], on our dataset. As shown in
Fig.6, all the networks achieve effective results in depth denoising. However, from
the first row in Fig.6, we can see that DDRNet, our network without GAN, and
our GAN conditioned by depth maps (DepthGAN) all suffer from texture-copy
artifacts (copying texture changes as geometric details). Besides, the second row
shows the ability of our method to preserve more accurate details like facial
expressions and wrinkles on the cloth. Finally, Tab.1 gives the quantitative com-
parison on depth denoising accuracy, which further validates the effectiveness of
our proposed method.
The Superiority of Our Method in Back-view Depth Inference. GAN
with normal maps has significantly greater ability to infer the geometry of invis-
ible areas. As we can see in Fig.4, the network trained without GAN and even
DepthGAN can only generate over-smoothed results for reducing the L1 losses.
However, using normal maps, the proposed NormalGAN can produce realistic
and reasonable results despite the differences between the inferred details and
the corresponding ground truth. Our method with normal maps also achieves
more detailed results for images captured in real scenes as shown in Fig.7.
Orthographic Reprojection The orthographic projection helps our method
to reconstruct more plausible results around the boundary areas and body ex-
Fig. 7. Comparsion of our method without GAN, DepthGAN (our GAN input with
depth images) and NormalGAN using real captured data.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of NormalGAN trained on the perspective-view dataset and the
orthographic-view dataset.
Fig. 9. Texture results of our method with/without GAN.
tremities. As we can see in Fig.8, the performance of networks trained under the
perspective view decreases around body extremities like hair and feet.
The Effectiveness of Shading Removal. To remove shading from in-
put color images, we encode the geometric information using the SH (spherical
harmonics) bases. This module improves the applicability for real captured im-
ages. As shown in Fig.9, the network without shading removal fails to handle the
complicated shading caused by cloth wrinkles. Additionally, the shading removal
helps to enhance the back-view color inference.
More detailed experiments are presented in the supplementary materials.
(a) Quantitative Evalua-
tion
(b) Error Maps
Fig. 10. (a) Quantitative evaluation of our method and the retrained single-image
methods. (b) Error maps of our method and the retrained single-image methods on
one of the testing models. Errors above 100 mm are shown in red.
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Fig. 11. We evaluate our approach with the retrained DeepHuman (RGBD) [38],
Moulding Humans (RGBD) [4] and PIFu (RGBD) [21] on testing dataset (the first three
columns) and images captured by a Kinect v2 depth camera (the last two columns).
5.2 Comparison
Single-image methods. As previous single-image methods to reconstruct the
human bodies all take color images as their input, we retrain the methods on our
dataset with RGB-D images. Specifically, for DeepHuman [38], we use depth im-
ages to fit more accurate SMPL models as its initialization model. For PIFU [21]
and Moulding Humans [4], we retrain the networks with our dataset by concate-
nating the RGB image and the depth image into a 4-channel RGB-D image as
the new input for Moulding Humans and PIFu, which is exactly the same in-
put as ours. Besides, the results of the above methods using RGB only are also
presented in our supplementary materials.
As shown in Fig.11, our approach generate results with more geometric de-
tails, which indicates our capability to reconstruct details human models with
the support of normal maps. The comparisons on images captured by a Kienct
v2 depth camera demonstrate our capability to reconstruct the persons in real
scenes. Then, we select 12 models in common poses from our testing set which
all methods can generate correct 3D models. As shown in Fig.10(a), our method
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also achieve the best result in the quantitative evaluation. Besides, the error
maps in Fig.10(b) also demonstrate the superiority of our method.
Multi-frame RBG-D methods. We extensively evaluate our method with the
volumetric fusion methods DoubleFusion [35] and Guo et al. [6]. The results are
presented in the supplementary materials.
5.3 Training Details and Runtime Performance
During the training procedure, we first train the four generators separately to
accelerate the convergence. Then, after the convergence of each network, we
train them together with the discriminators. The input images are cropped to
the resolution of 424×424. All networks converge after 60 epochs of our training
set. The training procedure takes about 8 hours on four GTX 1080Ti graphics
cards. As the discriminators will not calculate in the testing procedure, our
testing procedure occupies 3.5-GB GPU memory. Generating a 3D human model
takes 50 ms on average using a RTX Titan.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented NormalGAN, an adversarial learning-based
method to reconstruct a complete and detailed 3D human from a single RGB-D
image. By learning details from normal maps, our method can not only achieve
high-quality depth denoising performance, but also infer the back-view depth im-
age with much more realistic geometric details. Moreover, the proposed RGB-D
rectification module based on orthographic projection is effective for generating
reasonable boundaries, and can be used in other related topics. Finally, with the
support of shading removal in the front-view RGB images, we can improve the
quality of back-view color inference. A live capture system was implemented and
can robustly run at 20 fps, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of our
method.
Similar to Moulding Humans [4], NormalGAN is based on the basic assump-
tion of dividing a person into a front-and-back-view image pair. So we can not
handle severe self-occlusions. However, this might be solved by combining other
representations which are strong on body shape and pose prediction (like the
implicit function used in PIFU [21] and the parametric model used in DeepHu-
man [38]), and our NormalGAN can act as a detail layer generation module to
guarantee fully detailed reconstruction. Another direction to tackle this limita-
tion is that using temporal information in RGB-D sequence to recover detailed
geometries for current occluded body parts. We believe our method will stimulate
future researches on 3D human reconstruction as well as enable more real-scene
applications.
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